
 

February 11, 2021 

 

Dear Parents 

Thank you all for the care, commitment and courage you have shown in responding to the 

unexpected invasion of Covid 19. Let me express my heartfelt gratitude for your continuous 

supports and understanding during this virtual learning period of Covid 19 pandemic.  

We thank you from the core of our heart & on behalf of every staff of the “Adamas 

International School”  for being by our side during these difficult times & lending your 

unending support by making payment of fees. During these tough times, we at Adamas have 

also faced challenges starting from abolition of physical interaction with students (human 

touch) to a complete standstill of the school operations & even bigger challenge to maintain 

the livelihood of numerous employees & support staffs who are the pillars for keeping the 

school operational & taking caring for your own children (Security , Bus drivers, Canteen 

Staff ,Cleaners, Lady attendants & many more) and this would not have been possible 

without your financial contribution by making payment of fees. 

As you know, there continues to be concerns and questions related to how school plans to 

reopen in new normal situation. While we are in the field of education, our first priority is the 

safety of our students and our employees. 

Parents are requested to frequently visit our web page and follow upto date and accurate 

information. There are many false rumours being disseminated which leads to unnecessary 

confusion. Everyone must understand there is no way for us to please all as we make these 

decisions. Our priority is to keep everyone safe while not making life more difficult for our 

parents. Each family situation is uniquely different, we fully understand your varied concerns 

about health, safety, economy and all other unexpected consequences.  

Upon perusal of records we have found that there are a few parents who are facing difficulty 

in remitting the school fee due to sudden financial crunch because of the ongoing pandemic 

situation. We would like to inform that since inception the school has provided financial 

assistance to large number of students who have been financially distressed. Parents, who are 

facing difficulty in remitting the school fees for being financially distressed due to the 

pandemic may approach the school for reconsidering their case, along with supporting 

documents, and the school will sympathetically consider such applications on a case to case 

basis. 

Looking forward to restoration of normalcy at the earliest and wishing that the days to come 

will be happy and healthy for all. 

 

Warm Regards 

 

Prof. Samit Ray 

Chairman 

 


